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YKAN is a non-profit organization which was
established in Indonesia in 2014. With the mission
to protect lands and waters on which all life
depends, YKAN provides innovative solutions for
realizing harmony between nature and humans,
through effective management, non-confrontational
approaches and building partnerships with all
stakeholders for a sustainably Indonesia.
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By 2024, 10 million hectares of Indonesia’s coastal
and marine resources are sustainably managed to
support coastal livelihoods, sustainable fisheries, and
Indonesia’s biodiversity with potential emission
reduction 200,000 tCO2e/year .
Through four strategies:

Visit our CONNECT Workspace
Indonesia Oceans Program (sharepoint.com)
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Wakatobi
Strengthen Women Group Capacity
All Wakatobi Reports Prepared by: La Ode Arifudin

Padatimu Toasoki Group Assistance
Padatimu Toasoki is women group in Kulati Village,
Tomia Island, that is established in 2021.


This group has applied the skills gained from
entrepreneurship training, in determining product

prices and marketing fish crackers at the local market
in Kulati village.
Meeting to discuss women group assistance
progress (Photo by: LOA/YKAN)

Posaka Group Assistance
Posaka is a women group in Balasuna Village,
Kaledupa Island. Before the group was formed, the women
in Balasuna village was active in assisting the seaweed
aquaculture livelihood by tying the seedling.


The group decided to produce Seaweed biscuit as
their main product, and now experiment producing
other products such as seaweed-based pudding,
pickle, and ice cream.



YKAN empowered the women group by supporting
the procurement of production utilities such as stove,

Wakatobi UMKM Expose

blender, digital measuring tool, etc.

Wakatobi UMKM Product Bazaar and Exposé

On 25th October 2021 at Kahianga Village, Wakatobi
government (UMKM agency) invited all culinary and art
business group or individual to showcase and market their
product at this event.


YKAN collaborate with BTNW in facilitating the women
group in Waduri and Kulati village (Waduri Prima and
Padatimu Toasoki, respectively), to participate in this
event.


Padatimu Toasaki Women Group Product
(Simba Fish Crackers)
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The product that were showcased, namely: Seaweed
stick biscuit (Waduri Prima) and Simba Fish crackers
(Padatimu Toasoki).
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Kios Konservasi Construction Progress

Kios Konservasi building construction progress
has reached 75% completion and predicted to be
finish in accordance to the contract timeline with the
contractor (CV. Al Hajar).
Kios Konservasi is constructed to support the
community's economic activity through BumDes
Potapaki (Kulati Village-Owned Enterprises).

Letter of Support from Wakatobi Regency Government

On 14 October 2021, the Wakatobi Regent
Secretary signed the YKAN Program letter of

support, which marked the finalization of the
process. The Wakatobi Government Letter of
Support will be attached to BTNW-YKAN
Cooperation Agreement (PKS).

Socialization about MHA Kawati Tomia, Regent Regulation
On 10 November 2021 this event was held
to raise awareness about marine life that is protected and regulated under the Regent Regulation
about MHA Kawati Tomia.
This event was participated by Kawati Tomia Indigenous Leader, fishermen, Komunto,
BTNW, and DKP.
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Padatimu To’asaki Group Conservation Agreement

On 10 November 2021, the women group in
Kulati Village signed conservation agreement and
declare their commitment to:
1.

Produce their fish product from sustainable
sources that is collected in traditional manners

2.

Implement sustainable lifestyle that support
conservation efforts in Kulati Village

3.

Increase economic value and the community
livelihood using sustainable approach.

Pyrolysis Machine Operation Training
On 18—19 November 2021, YKAN facilitate
Kulati Village with pyrolysis machine with 5kg
capacity to turns plastic waste (LDPE, PP, HDPE)

into fuel.
Consultant from Get Plastic (Bali) was invited
to trained Poassa Nuhada members on how to
operate the machine by introducing the machines
component and function, and develop a Standard
Operational Procedure for operators.

Installation of Waste Management Awareness Poster

As a continuation from the pyrolysis project,
YKAN consultant suggest Poassa Nuhada to record
the waste used for pyrolysis as an action research to
discover which plastics combination produce the best
solar fuel.
YKAN, Poassa Nuhada an Kulati Village Staff
installed awareness material about integrated waste
management in Kulati Village.
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Raja Ampat
Stakeholder Engagement in BAF Target Villages
Prepared by: Irwanto
A. Initial Assessment and change of target area
On 28-30 September 2021, initial assessment in
Waibem village was conducted. Unfortunately, the local
community response in the initial target village is not open to
the program initiative, therefore the team considered shifting
the program target area to MHA Werur (12,276.67 Ha)
A
B. Stakeholder engagement in MHA Werur, Tambrauw
YKAN conducted stakeholder mapping and FPIC
process with the local community before program
implementation. The local stakeholders approve the initiative
through a letter of recommendation.
To follow up:


Conduct baseline data survey for ecological, social, and
economic aspect of MHA Werur



Coordinate with related Tambrauw government
agencies

B

Financial Report Socialization and Training for BAF Partners
Prepared by: Nur

The purpose of this activity is to disseminate guidance
on the management of grant funds for the BAF Program and

Partner Training for Financial Reports and 2021 Programs.
The activities was conducted in two session with
different partner institution:
First session with UNIPA
•

This activity was carried out for five days (September
27 to October 1, 2021) at the University of Papua in
Manokwari.

Second session with DAS Maya Consortium partners
•

This activity carried out for 3 days (6 -8 October 2021)
at the YKAN Sorong Office.
Photo by: Raja Ampat Team
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Establishment of
Kapatcol’s collaborative
Forest Farmers Group
Prepared by: Hans Pasak

On 19-20 October, 2021, YKAN
and BBKSDA Papua Barat collaborate
to established Kapatcol’s Forest

Farmers Group (KTH), named Povun.


KTH is a collaborative
management institution to
maintain and conserve forests
and natural resources as a
source of sustainable livelihood in
Kapatcol Village, West Misool
District.



Meeting Participants: 34
stakeholders (16M,18F) from

village government officials,
Bamuskam, Adat leaders,
women's representatives, youth
group, and bird tourism groups.


BBKSDA explained KTH’s tasks
and function, and KTH’s success
story in other regions in West
Papua.

In the process, YKAN support:


the legalization process in the
formation of a decree,
Memorandum of Association (AD/
ART) and other supporting
documents.



identify the needs of capacity
improvement for the group and
local community.

Community discussion about the group formation and signing of KTH/Povun’s AD/
ART (Photo by: Hans Agung Pasak)
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Strategic Planning Workshop for Egek Management
Area, Greater Malaumkarta
Prepared by: Irwanto

YKAN facilitate community of
Greater Malaumkarta village to have
their own strategic plan to manage
natural resources within the tenurial
waters of Egek Management Area. The

Village vision and mission:
Vision: “In 2026, the Egek Management Area in Greater
Malaumkarta, Makbon District Becomes a Source of
Adat-Based Economic Income”

workshop outputs, namely:

Mission:

Formulation of Egek Management

1.

Community economic development

2.

Sustainable utilization of fisheries potential

3.

Community-based ecotourism development

4.

Waste management and climate change

Area Strategic Plan
The area’s still preserved the Moi
Tribe local wisdom system. Although,
there are still some concerns regarding
the lack of public awareness, absence

adaptation

of village regulations and Adat law, no
surveillance measure of resource
utilization to ensure conservation of

natural resources, and environmental
challenges such as marine pollution and
destructive fishing practices.
Fortunately, there are external
factor that support the conservation
initiative, namely support from local
government and program collaboration
potential with other NGO’s.
To address the identified SWOT,

Strategic plan was formulated, these
are the strategies:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Policy and regulation
Law Enforcement
Awareness and outreach
Capacity building
Livelihood improvement for MHA
Partnership and Management
Network
Waste management and climate
change adaptation

Strategic Planning Workshop Participants (Photo by: Irwanto)
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BAF and SIGAP program updates in North Misool
Prepared by: Hans Pasak and Irwanto

1. On November 2021, BHS Team held series of meetings
with local stakeholders to:
A. Identify potential sustainable livelihood

Potential gender-based sustainable livelihood groups
identified in 5 villages, in Northern Misool (3 Fishing
groups and 2 natural product processing groups).

Potential women group with sustainable fisheries and
plantation theme activities
B. SIGAP and BAF program socialization

YKAN elaborate the program’s activities and
grievance mechanism for complaint during the
program implementation

YKAN received full support from key stakeholders
(Adat, Religion and Government Institutions) which is
cemented by signing the conservation agreement
2. On December 2021, BHS Team held series of meetings
with local stakeholders to discuss:

C. Establishment of Community Surveillance group
(POKMASWAS ) in North Misool
POKMASWAS was established to ensure law enforcement
of resource use utilization in North Misool conservation
area. YKAN facilitate discussion among stakeholder to
decide:

Group’s name (MATE JAKLOU, which means GUARD
OF THE SEA),

Management structure

Responsibilities (Memorandum of Association/AD/
ART).
D. North Misool MPA Zonation Plan discussion
On December 2021, hybrid meeting with PSPL Sorong
Loka (MPA Zonation Task Force) was conducted to discuss
and agreed upon:

Draft of zonation plan

Activity timeline for the designation of The North
Misool MPA

Photo by: Raja Ampat Team
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Finalization of Egek Malaumkarta Management Area Strategic Plan
Prepared by: Hari Wijayanto
Technical coordination meeting was conducted to
finalize strategic plans for the development of Egek
Malaumkarta Management Area.
The three key stakeholder institutions agree with the
proposed draft and recommend some additional activities to
be included in the document:
•
Public consultation in the neighboring coastal areas,
•
Capacity building for stakeholders and local
community about conservation value
•
Annual evaluation for program implementation
referring to the Strategic Plan Documents
In the process, to support this activity, YKAN facilitate:
•
The collection of baseline data for ecological, social,
and economic condition of the coastal communities
•
Capacity building for Adat Institution, Management
Authority of the conservation area, women groups,
community surveillance group, and ecotourism group
•
Provide assistance to key stakeholders in village and
district level regarding the sustainable management of
marine natural resources and fisheries.

Establishment of a women's group business unit

Based on the discussions with the women's group, it
was identified that there were 5 potential businesses. The 2
established group prioritize the production of banana chips
(Woronai) and noken handicrafts (Kampion).

Strengthen community surveillance group (Pokmaswas)
To strengthen the capacity of community surveillance
group (Pokmaswas) in Egek Malaumkarta and embodied
the Pokmaswas spirit, the local’s choose to name the group
Funuwai Tasik, which means restoring and protecting.
YKAN facilitate the formulation of group structure and

Memorandum of Association (AD/ART)
IOP HIGHLIGHTS FY22
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YKAN and Local Governments Coordination
Prepared by: Steve Jansen
BHS Team regularly provide a program updates to the local governments. On December
2021, the team conduct coordination meeting and SIGAP Socialization.
 The coordination meeting is carried out at the Sorong offices of the Community and Village
Empowerment Agency (PMK), the Fisheries Agency, the Industry and Cooperatives Agency
(Disperindakop) and the Tourism and Sports Agency. As well as, Tambrauw Fisheries Agency
 Meanwhile, SIGAP socialization was attended by the Fisheries Agency. Turns out, fisheries
agency previously have an assistance program in Malaumkarta, providing guidance for the
local’s freshwater aquaculture groups (Tilapia fish).

Head of the Sorong Regency Village Community
Empowerment Agency

Head of the Sorong Regency Industry and
Cooperatives Agency

Socialization and discussion with
the Fisheries Agency

Head of the Sorong Regency Fisheries Agency

Yayasan Konservasi Alam Nusantara (YKAN) team
and the Fisheries Agency

Coordination with the Head of the Tambrauw
Regency Fisheries Agency,
Mr. Bartholomeus Asau
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Savu Sea
Sustainable Seaweed Aquaculture Project Progress
Prepared by: Rynal May Fadli

Legalization of Seaweed Farmer Group

Joint monitoring with the local government
(province and regency level)

Seaweed project socialization at village level

Strengthen seaweed farmer capacity by developing
a seasonal calendar

IOP HIGHLIGHTS FY22

Strengthening the Seaweed farmer group capacity

Government coordination for new seaweed best
management practice (BMP) replication area

Socialization and coordination with the Regent about
the New BMP replication in Sabu Raijua Regency

Seaweed farmer identification
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Berau
October—December Updates from Berau
Prepared by: Basir

Exploration of Nypa palm Brown Sugar
Development with BESTARI

Comparative Study of Coral Transplantation
with Berau Fisheries Agency

Kick off the development of SECURE (Sustainable
Shrimp Carbon Aquaculture) Project with PT. PII
(Penjaminan Infrastruktur Indonesia)

Support the celebration of Nusantara Day with
Berau Regency Government at Teluk Semanting
Village

Workshop discussion with 80 stakeholders to discuss Ecological
and Tourism Aspect for Sustainable Management of
Berau Marine Lakes

IOP HIGHLIGHTS FY22
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MERA
MERA Program Workshops in Ogan Komeling Ilir (OKI)
All MERA Reports Prepared by: MERA Team/Dheny Setyawan

A. Provincial Level Workshop (in Palembang)

On 4 November 2021, this workshop was participated by
South Sumatera Province mangrove ecosystem
management stakeholders

MERA Program aim to establish a collaborative
management design for mangrove ecosystem protection,
accompanied by social-economic improvement based on
local wisdom, as well as supporting local regulation to
ensure sustainable development

MERA plan to collaborate with Central, Provincial and
Regency, and Village Governments, as well as local
community, universities, NGOs, media, and private
sectors.
B. Regency Level Workshop in OKI

On 8 November 2021, the workshop was held in OKI
Regency Office

The Regent fully support the MERA program in OKI for
mangrove conservation and sustainable livelihood
improvement in target villages.
C. Village Level Workshop in Simpang Tiga Abadi

On 11 November 2021, the workshop was participated by
representatives from 3 target villages (Sungai Lumpur,
Simpang Tiga Abadi, and Simpang Tiga Jaya)

The local governments support the implementation of
MERA program on their villages.

MERA Program Coordination in Bengkalis—Riau



Coordination of MERA Program Implementation in
Bengkalis – Riau which is planned to be implemented
for 3 years, supported by HSBC and CLUA.



Teluk Pambang Village and Kembung Luar Village in
Bantan District designated as MERA assisted villages

Photo
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Discussion to Establish Multi-Stakeholder Mangrove Management
in South Sumatera
YKAN held a meeting with BPDAS HL (Centre of
Watershed and Protected Forest Management) of Musi
River, Forestry Agency, Marine and Fishery Agency, KPH,
private sectors and NGOs.

All participants agreed to establish a Working Forum
to safeguard the management of mangrove
ecosystem at provincial level. YKAN will facilitate the
forum establishment by February 2022 and provide
technical support.

Support Sustainable Livelihoods in MERA OKI Targeted Villages

Support the Local Community Business Unit in:
1. Simpang Tiga Abadi Village

Bandeng Presto, Tempe Crisps, Tempe and Tofu
production
2. Sungai Lumpur Village

Shrimp paste (terasi), Shrimp and Fish Kemplang,
Shrimp and Fish Pempek, Smoked Fish, and
Salted Fish

Water quality Monitoring in SMMA




The water quality monitoring on December 2021
laboratory analysis shows that the environmental
parameter in SMMA is below the standard quality
The average pollution index in 2021 (6.70) is lower
than 2020 (7.73). Which means the water quality
status still moderately polluted.

Bird Diversity Monitoring in Angke Wildlife Reserve (SMMA)





During the bird diversity monitoring in
December 2021, the team encountered 57
species from total of 57 species of birds in
SMMA.
This number is higher that the previous
monitoring in July (41 species).
10 species in of birds in SMMA is protected
by law.
Photo by: MERA Team
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Sustainable Fisheries
Talk Leadership Forum about eco-labelling for snapper fisheries sustainability
All Fisheries Reports Prepared by: Laksmi Larastiti
YKAN brings certification and
eco-labelling for fisheries
sustainability into public discussion
through Thought Leaders Forum (TLF)
on November 25th, 2021.
KOMNASKAJISKAN has expressed
that YKAN’s data collection approach
(CODRS) must be continue to inform the
status stock of this fishery in 2022. In

trade by zero percent. In addition, Anova carried out

addition, MMAF has underlined its

campaign in the US market to also reduce the consumption

commitment to support the Fisheries

of juvenile fish, resulting increase of awareness of sustainable

Improvement Program which YKAN is

fishery product in at least 50 percent of US retail market. In

currently implementing and put

similar tone to Anova, Inti Lautan Fajar Abadi has managed to

management in place that is currently

minimize purchasing of juvenile by less than 20 percent.

absent.

Industry also recommended the new Indonesia demersal

Anova Food USA has committed
and demonstrated reducing the juvenile

association (ADI) to follow the effort to reduce juvenile trade.

Launching of Indonesia Snapper Grouper Fisheries Management Plan

MMAF, Sakti Wahyu Trenggono on
27

December

2021,

placed

the

momentum of 5-year SNAPPER’s data
collection

with

the

issuance

of

Ministerial Decree No. 123/2021 on
Snapper

Grouper

Fisheries

Management Plan. This issuance marks
not only a strong political support to
better sustain snapper grouper fisheries
management in Indonesia, but bolds a
commitment to support the Fisheries

managers are now focus on the finalization of Harvest

Improvement Program and at the same

Strategies for individual Fisheries Management Areas.

time put management in place that is

Harvest Strategy will contain within this fishery management

previously absent.

plan that provide a high level of certainty and accountability

Following the issuance of Indonesia

for stakeholders. Harvest strategy will later provide the a

Snapper Grouper Fisheries Management

practical detail of a fishery management plan and form the

Plan, Government agencies and fisheries

basis of the adaptive management cycle.
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End of Tuna Consortium Phase 1

The Tuna Consortium Phase 1 under Walton Family
Foundation funding has closed out in December 2021.
The consortium completed some studies, compliance gap
analysis, and facilitated discussions on tuna fisheries
management between stakeholders (the government and
private sectors) through meetings and workshops, and
enhanced industry participation in Fishery Improvement
Project (FIP).
YKAN has also supported implemented provincial
and regional Fisheries Co-Management Committees
(FCMC)

and

Fishery

Management

Council

(FMC)

Giant Yellowfin Tuna
Photo by: Jeff Rotman/NPL/Minden Pictures

meetings. More coordination and policy work will be
implemented through the next Tuna Consortium Phase 2
which will start in Q3.
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External Affairs
September Field work to West Papua to support BAF project
All External Affairs Reports Prepared by: Arisetiarso Soemodinoto
Meeting with BHS team
The purpose of the meeting is to:


Review the results of field work to Tambrauw Regency (in Sorong).



Produce justification and make decision to shift activities under BAF project in Tambrauw Regency
from Abun (Okinoyama maru site) to Werur/Pulau Dua (in Sorong) and BAF project target site from

Ambarbaken to Werur (with Yusuf and team).
Team agreed to shift the Area of Interest and related activity from Abun (Okinoyama Maru shipwreck site)
to Werur/Pulau Dua/Pulau Amsterdam, and this would be communicated with BAF Program and Grant
Manager to get approval.
Meeting with Faculty of Fisheires (FF) Universitas Muhammadiyah Sorong (UMS)
The meeting was held in Sorong to introduce BAF project and discuss potential collaboration in
science research. FF-UMS is very interested to send their students to attend relevant activities being
carried out by YKAN, both to give hands-on experience to students and to generate necessary data for
YKAN. FF-UMS has community development related activities on past-harvest handling of commodities
that are relevant to YKAN work in the area, especially under the BAF project, and they are interested to do
joint-project.
Project kick-off virtual meeting with BAF Germany and KfW
On 26 – 28 October 2021, a virtual meeting was held as an introduction between Blue Action team,
KfW (German Development Bank) team, YKAN, UNIPA and DAS Maya team; and discuss project progress
and challenges since inception on December 1, 2020. Indonesia’s project team (YKAN, UNIPA and DAS
Maya) reported the project progress so far and the challenges facing by the project; Blue Action and KfW
acknowledged the project progress and challenges.

Official memorandum to request for change of AoI for
establishment of new MPA
To propose a new AoI for establishment of new Maritime Conservation Area (KKM = kawasan konservasi maritim) in Tambrauw Regency – the new AoI is tenurial waters of Werur customary village (Pulau
Dua/Amsterdam & Middleburg Islands), replacing AoI of Okinoyama Maru shipwreck


The memorandum has been officially accepted and approved Conduct baseline data survey for ecological, social, and economic aspect of MHA Werur



Coordinate with related Tambrauw government agencies
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USAID/Indonesia Kolektif
Proposal

Meeting to discuss USAID/Indonesia Kolektif
(Konservasi Laut Efektif = Effective Marine
Conservation) on 20-21 October 2021
The meeting purpose is To decide who
will be lead/prime organization for submission of
USAID Kolektif application package. From the
result discussion, the lead organization for
USAID Kolektif proposal is Indonesian
Biodiversity Trust Fund Foundation (KEHATI).
Presented virtually USAID Kolektif proposal
at AP LPRC Bi-Weekly meeting, 21 October
2021
To obtain approval from Asia Pacific LPRC

OC regarding proposal to USAID/Indonesia (i.e.
USAID Kolektif), this meeting was held.
Although, the approval is not yet obtained,
pending to the detail of proposal, abstract and
data sheet.

NBS Action Coalition in SEA

Attended NBS Action Coalition in SEA Update & Agreement
YKAN attended this meeting to get to know
about the plan to form a coalition to support the
application and funding for Nature Based
Solution (NBS) in Southeast Asia.

Foto: Raja Ampat Team
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BAF Virtual Kick-off Meeting
On 26–28 October 2021 BAF Team conduct a virtual meeting to monitor the program progress and
identify key discussion points that must be followed up before the end of Q3Q4 2021. The meeting results:
•

YKAN team is required to ensure ESMS work and ESM Plan preparation are well-prepared following
existing guidance, and a draft final report can be completed and submitted by mid-December

•

Baseline measurements of ecological and socio-economic aspects of the project should be made
available and finalized through an internal agreement between BAF and YKAN

•

BAF expects YKAN can supply communication materials of both biodiversity and human aspects (at
least, 20 sets)

•

End of year meeting between BAF team and YKAN core team will be conducted on 14 December 2021

Share YKAN experience of managing BAF project
with TNC Peru
On 18 November 2021, responding to TNC Peru
requests, YKAN shares experience of managing BAF-

supported project in BHS in terms of management
planning, administrative, finance and technical matters.
TNC Peru also have BAF-supported project in Peru
that focuses on Fostering marine protected areas
management effectiveness and sustainable fisheries in
Peru.

Year End Meeting with BAF

The meeting was held to discuss the past, present,
and future activities of BAF program in Bird’s Head Seascape, and prepare for program implementation on the
period of January – June 2022 (Q1Q2 2022). The team
agreed on activities to be implemented in the next semester.

Photos: Awaludinnoer/YKAN
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